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Abstract
Mexican immigrants contribute large sums of money to
their hometowns. But, these donors’ mistrust in their native government has driven them to work independently,
and consequently have more limited impact and scope.
Prior work has explored open government platforms to
build trust and facilitate collaborations between citizens
and governments. Open governments use audit institutions to revise transactions and provide transparency.
However, these approaches assume that strong audit institutions are in place, which is rare. In the case of Mexico,
although the government has made great efforts to have
trustworthy audit institutions, immigrants are still wary of
them. Instead, we explore the potential of blockchain as a
way to enable financial reviews without requiring human
intervention. We discuss how our approach powers collaborations between immigrants and governments that
transform rural communities in Mexico. We conclude with
an overview of the design implications of our work.

Introduction
Immigrants are people who leave their hometown and
settle down in another country to pursue better lives [15].
One of the largest corridors of human immigration is between Mexico and the US. Before 2013, at least 13 million
Mexican immigrants had moved to the US [13]. Immigrants send money back home in the form of remittances,

